Introduction
To appropriate is to take control over that which originated elsewhere for other semiotic/ideological purposes. ' The first application to convert an old warehouse into apartments2 in the centre of Sydney, Australia, was lodged in 1979 and marked a turning point in the city's history. Apartment/condominium development has become a major force in reshaping the urban fabric of many cities around the world,3 and in Australian inner cities, former industrial and commercial landscapes are being reborn as housing. Setting the trend in Australia, the apartment boom at the centre of the city of Sydney has facilitated a fundamental and deliberate cultural shift. Before suburbanization, after the Second World War Sydneysiders mainly inhabited inner-city terraced (row) houses, just outside the Central Business District (CBD) (Figure 1 ). With suburbanization, and prior to recent gentrification, most people lived in suburban bungalows. With the march of gentrification during the 1970s and 1980s, and the restoration of Victorian houses that dominated the inner city, artists and musicians also occupied inner-city warehouses and empty CBD buildings, as studios and for cheap housing. However, such occupations were generally based on informal arrangements, until a stage of wholesale commodification and the advent of 'apartments', in the late 1990s. As gentrification cycles matured,4 and existing housing and land stocks escalated in price,5 apartment development began with the conversion of old warehouses. This heralded a dramatic Identifying urbanism in this way 'opens out '15 a 16 This shift, and engagement with localized behaviours, has assisted in unsettling the 'classical modernist vision' of the industrial metropolis. 17 This essay presents a set of stories that reflect the complexity of sociocultural and economic processes that have enabled the city of Sydney to host its own version of 'New York style' loft living. 18 These stories detail cultural attributes, acknowledged and otherwise, that are associated with the production and consumption of this new field of housing, in Australia. They detail the processes that have embedded an increasingly generalized form of metropolitan urbanity that pretends to hark from elsewhere. Within [and SoHo Syndrome is] more than a universal valorization strategy: it is a socio-cultural process that involves a complex web of relationships between place, identity and the media, that is diffused to, and (re)produced in, divergent inner-city locations.22
In line with recent gentrification research, Podmore23 reiterated a tendency to focus on the consumption rather than the production of loft landscapes. 24 There was light industry then it became a lot more artistic in usage. Those sorts of people ... need large warehouse spaces close to the city ... they're getting squeezed out, there's nowhere for them to go, and so a whole artistic community in Sydney is just being pushed out. Where are they going to end up? I mean we've really got the death throes on a lot of artists here.69
Although there were several survivors, the cheap rental alternative came to a virtual halt with a sudden increase in real estate prices from the mid-to late 1980s. During that time, local governments deployed policies to encourage building 'recycling': Ordinance An editorial in a local inner-city newspaper75 conjectured that the first Manhattan/ New York themed apartment development was the Central Park76 in Surry Hills, which was a warehouse converted into '70 "loft-style" apartments'77 in September 1997. There was, however, an earlier 'loft conversion', the Lacey (see Table 1 Suddenly the theatre district of Manhattan became the theme for anything near Sydney's Broadway, which is a main thoroughfare to the CBD (and bears no resemblance to a theatre district). The Mark87 was advertised with: 'Get in on the act: new star on Broadway.' In September 1997, On Broadway88 had its 'Grand Opening: The Investment all Sydney is applauding ... a choice of superb units and lofts at a price that's a steal on any other show in town ... at the heart of the city's restaurant and entertainment belt.' The promotion could not be more explicit. Seizing Following other contemporary studies of urban transformation in geography, this essay has teased out local experiences that are linked to broader political economies and identity formations, by explicitly detailing processes of urban transformations through the production as well as the consumption of housing. It has detailed aspects of the reimaging of the city of Sydney through the advent of loft living. It has documented the development of a new form of built environment that appears to mimic the New York version. The marketing rhetoric behind the promotions of Sydney's loft living produced certain kinds of urbanism, which were discursively embedded as part of Sydney's SoHo Syndrome. But, as Podmore identified with other cities, SoHo Syndromes are more than mimicry. Sydney's version is a package of Manhattan referents and place-based cultural encodings, formed as part of a wider process of cosmopolitanism produced, as well as consumed in the new urbane city.
In this essay, I have sketched a trajectory -the processes behind a cultural shift -to apartment living in Sydney. One purpose of this essay was to introduce a mostly forgotten, or only partially remembered, history that has contributed to a much wider appreciation of 'industrial chic' which was, I have argued, pivotal to a move towards apartment appreciation. I traced the progression from warehouse to loft living, and detailed how earlier conversions of industrial buildings, and the occasional facade and memories that remain, provided a stepping stone for the fully commodified and mass produced versions of loft living, which then traded on the imaginings of elsewhere.
This original 'lofting' of parts of Sydney, through informal/illegal occupations of cheap, somewhat bohemian rental alternatives in the inner city, depended on a variety of economic and other contingencies, which gradually faded with shifts in local and global economic forces. These earlier warehouse lifestyles, and traces of them that remain, may have provided appreciation for industrial chic but they remain largely unacknowledged, rendered unnecessary in the marketing of loft living. Unlike the New York scenario,113 the Sydney 'scene' remained largely 'illegal', underground and mostly unrecorded. The result was the lack of a formalized 'historic compromise' between culture and capital in the urban core of Sydney, as Zukin1"4 identified in New York.
Without this compromise, which acknowledged a phase of artist-driven preservation and improvement of formerly run-down city spaces in Manhattan's SoHo, Sydney's warehouse occupations remain largely hidden within the city's cultural fabric. Only when memories are jogged, and alternative sources mined for evidence, do glimpses of this 'lost' history appear. This absence provided a clean slate, for a rewriting of Sydney's urban script that was cleverly inscribed onto the emergent housing landscape.
The advent of loft landscapes in Sydney, in the late 1990s, is the embodiment of global and local, economic, cultural and political processes that have provided property developers with large-scale opportunities. At the same time, they created new and exciting, but also increasingly exclusionary forms of urbanisms, or ways of living in the city. Sydney's own histories, and the 'cities of differences', 115 which are part of those histories and part of Sydney's contemporary inner-urban residential landscape, find no expression except as consumable offerings in the cosmopolitan metropolis. The production of loft living in Sydney has reoriented the style and function of the city in spectacular ways. Nonetheless, the specificities of inner Sydney as a locale, as well as the complexity of issues of identity that are promoted, and not promoted, bypassed or consumed as part of a city's cosmopolitan urbanism, remain ever-present within Sydney's SoHo Syndrome.
